Talk Abstract:

Sounds are vibrations in the ambient air, but sounds are also perceptual entities that I will call, for lack of better terminology, auditory objects. The relationships between sounds and the resulting auditory objects are indirect: auditory objects are synthesized in the auditory system through a long and complicated sequence of processes which are only partially understood, which are largely pre-attentive, but which may be experience-dependent. It is natural to assume that once these auditory objects are created, their inter-relationships are processed to uncover the organization of the sound stream. I will show that, surprisingly, the synthesis of auditory objects is to a large extent preceded by pre-attentive processes that organize auditory objects in time, creating complex expectations and detecting their fulfillment or violation. These are universal processes that seem to be present in all vertebrates. Such processes are engaged in humans when listening to music, so that in as much as music is organized sound, brains (including the human brain) extract organization before they construct sounds.
It is now widely accepted that deciphering the enigma of the brain is the most challenging intellectual endeavor of the 21st century, "The Century of the Brain" - Join our quest and become a friend of ELSC.
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The Building

The Jerusalem Brain Sciences Building will provide a state-of-the-art research and teaching facility for the Edmond and Lilly Safra Center for Brain Sciences.
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